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Game of
Throne Speech
The Throne Speech kicked off the
new session of Parliament by reenforcing much of PIAC’s work over
the past year.

The Government’s Throne Speech stated
that they will (and PIAC already did):
•

Long Time Coming: The
Wireless Code
The new Wireless Code seemed to come in a flurry. It caps roaming and data
charges, requires clearer contract language and limits cancellation fees. But the
Code didn’t start in the hustle of the last three years; it was decades in the making.

Take steps to reduce roaming costs
on networks within Canada

PIAC previously published a report
on roaming that called for a review of
roaming rates by the CRTC

•

Give Canadian families a choice of
the television channels they receive

PIAC advocated before the CRTC in
both Bell-Astral and other hearings for
increased choice for TV customers

The announcement of the new Wireless Code has finally given consumers a voice in the Canadian
cellphone marketplace.
•
In the late eighties, cell phones were considered by regulators to be a luxury, rather than the
necessity it has become today for so many. Consequently there has been minimal regulation of
the industry with an inadequate consumer complaints system to hear and deal with consumers’
wireless problems. As a result, consumers were forced to take a real leap of faith when signing up
with a wireless provider, often feeling that they had little control or influence over the service they
received.
Recognising the increasing number of issues surrounding the accessibility and affordability of
this technology, the Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) pushed for the development of an
Ombudsman to deal with consumers’ telecommunications problems. By 2008, PIAC’s efforts bore
fruit and the Commissioner for Complaints for Telecommunications Services (CCTS) was set up.

End “pay to pay” policies, so
customers won’t pay extra to receive
paper bills

PIAC filed a CRTC complaint to prohibit
paper bill charges and recover some of
this money from telecom companies
The Throne Speech’s text shows that
PIAC is “ahead of the curve” on consumer
protection for Canadians.

The CCTS quickly discovered that the majority of telecommunications concerns being expressed
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“We wanted a code that consumers could
understand so that they could easily enforce
their rights in the marketplace.”
by consumers were specifically related to the
wireless market, proving a need to do more
work in this area. It was clear from these
complaints that lack of regulation in the
wireless market was great for companies, but
offered few real choices for consumers and
many costly pitfalls. Bill shock and barriers to
phone unlocking were common themes.
The first major challenge that PIAC brought was
to the 30-Day Notice Requirement, whereby
upon termination of a contract, some wireless
companies imposed a charge of an additional
month’s services if they were not given a full 30
days of notice prior to the customer changing
cell phone provider. This practice had been
roundly criticized in two successive reports by
the CCTS yet the wireless industry persisted
in keeping the charge. PIAC therefore filed a
formal application with the CRTC asking that
the 30-Day Notice Requirement charge be
removed, an application that was successful
in demonstrating to the CRTC and the wireless
companies a clear need for more regulation to
protect consumer interests.
Meanwhile provincial regulators were also
starting to notice consumer frustration.
Beginning with the Province of Quebec,
followed by the Province of Manitoba and
subsequently several other provinces, they
began regulating the “contractual” aspects of
consumer wireless services. The combination
of PIAC’s application and the provincial
moves into wireless regulation created a
“perfect storm”, resulting in the major wireless
companies and their trade association, the
Canadian
Wireless
Telecommunications
Association (CWTA) inviting the CRTC to
create a Wireless Code. PIAC leapt at this rare
opportunity to develop a baseline of fairness
for consumers in the wireless market.
“We wanted a code that consumers could
understand so that they could easily enforce
their rights in the marketplace,” said Janet Lo,
Co-Counsel for PIAC. “In our view, it’s not about
self-regulation or companies…adhering to a
code because it’s best practice. It should be
the minimal practice upon which competition
occurs.”
Over the next few months, PIAC reviewed
thousands of consumer comments, held
countless meetings with other interested
parties and helped to formulate the first draft
of the Wireless Code. PIAC’s crucial role in this
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process was acknowledged by the CRTC and
when the proceedings began, instead of the
CWTA or a major wireless company, PIAC was
the first intervener, front and centre.
As Lawford recalled, the oral hearing “was
fascinating . . . because [it] was the first time
the wireless carriers had been in front of the
CRTC since the 1990’s to talk about and be
held accountable for their business practices. I
think it caught some of them off guard.”
The hearing also provided an ideal chance
for PIAC and other groups to express the
concerns of consumers directly to the wireless
companies, as well as to the CRTC. It was
exciting to know that the process could result
in real reforms aimed at building the safety net
that consumers needed so that they could
have greater confidence when signing up
with a wireless provider. Weaving that net
proved to be an interesting journey, as many
companies saw the competitive marketplace
as needing little in the way of regulation.
When the Wireless Code arrived on June 3rd
of 2013 it featured many of the requests put
forward by PIAC, including a $50 limit for
data overage, a $100 cap for domestic and
international roaming, the right for consumers
to refuse contract changes, the right to cancel
at any time with limitations on cancellation
fees, the right to unlock a phone ninety days
after purchase and plain language contracts.
The Wireless Code has given Canadian
consumers unprecedented protection in the
wireless market. Thanks in part to PIAC, and to
those Canadians who voiced their concerns,
the Canadian wireless market stands ready
to embark on a more ethical, fair and truly
competitive future.
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The Code Now
The Wireless Code remains a success for Canadian wireless consumers, however, it is being tested right now. Certain wireless
companies were quick to appeal a particular aspect of the Code: application to existing contracts.
The CRTC stated that the Wireless Code will apply to all contracts, regardless of length, or when they were entered into, by
June 3, 2015. This means that, for example, a customer who signed a three-year contract on June 3, 2013 would not incur
a cancellation fee after June 3, 2015 (two years) even though the contract runs for another year. The wireless companies are
appealing the Wireless Code claim that the contracts should allow them to recover cancellation fees in the third year.
Whatever the outcome of the appeal, PIAC believes that the Wireless Code is important for Canadians. PIAC’s first priority is
making sure that the Wireless Code is implemented and respected by companies, enforced by the CRTC and used by consumers.
We support the Wireless Code as written and PIAC and its fellow clients are responding to the appeal in the Federal Court of
Appeal.

course of the next few years, PIAC went back
and forth with the Commissioner regarding
not just the case, but the process of making a
privacy complaint.
When the findings arrived on March 1st,
2012, the Commissioner backed up PIAC’s
complaints recommending several key
changes to the website’s policies which
Nexopia promised to implement.
Beyond changes to Nexopia, it also became
apparent through another document filed by
the Privacy Commissioner that enforcement
powers are needed in order to ensure
companies like Nexopia have to follow
through the on the recommendations made.

Tweenage Wasteland
Nexopia’s failure to protect children’s privacy online could lead to changes
for the Privacy Commssioner.
The internet can be a scary place, especially for children. It is also where most go to
socialize and express themselves. In Canada, one of the most popular of these hubs is a
site called Nexopia. Nexopia has the personal information of over 1.4 million users, who
are largely teens..
The site came with default privacy settings that left the teens who socialize through the
site open to the entire internet. The site’s content was available through search engines,
as well as on the site, whether you had an account or not. Nexopia’s search engine also
featured extensive settings which, at one point, allowed you to search by height and
weight as well as sexual orientation.

John Lawford, Executive Director at PIAC
believes that that document calling for more
power is essential coming from this case. He
notes that,””The Nexopia case showed where
some of the flaws were in filing privacy
complaints.
Giving the Commissioner
enforcement power allows for the remedies
suggested to take on some real life.”
Nexopia is under new management and
accordingly has been given time to change
their privacy policies. PIAC is presently
evaluating Nexopia’s compliance with the
Privacy Commissioner’s findings.

PIAC filed a complaint on January 19th, 2010 to the Privacy Commissioner of Canada and
began a long process to protect the privacy of Canadian children. Through the
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Left to Right: Dwayne Winseck, Janet Lo and
John Lawford at the first Bell-Astral Hearing
Photo credit: Jean-François Mezei

Broadcasting Mergers Face New
Public Interest Test Before CRTC
Consumer rights weighed heavy on the CRTC’s decision to stop the first Bell-Astral deal.
When Bell Media proposed their deal to buy Astral Media, the
largest independent broadcaster in Canada, it raised many
concerns for consumers. Bell, already the largest provider of
media content in Canada, stood to gain an even larger market
share in television and radio. In buying Astral, they would
acquire 80 radio stations as well as cable channels such as
Teletoon, the Movie Network and HBO Canada.

The first decision was a real shock to the industry, demonstrating for the first time the CRTC’s clear shift in position when
consumer rights were considered at the highest levels. As a
result, Bell was forced to make a number of changes to their
proposal to have any chance of a merger going through.
These changes included negotiating with the Competition
Bureau to restructure Astral, which meant selling a number of
Astral’s properties so that Bell would acquire a smaller company and hold less market share. The CRTC also proposed a
host of safeguards to address concerns expressed by PIAC,
regarding decreased competitiveness in the market as a result
of this merger.

With so much content being shifted to Bell, it was very possible that customers could see their cable bills going higher
and the viewpoints available become even lower. Stations
like TMN are very popular
and would give Bell a lot
“Broadcasters have to respect consumers
PIAC was still adamant
of leverage when dealing
and consider the public interest.”
that even with these
with other cable providers
proposed safeguards and restructuring in place, the deal was
who would want to have TMN on their lists, for example.
not in the public interest. Regrettably the CRTC approved
Bell’s significantly altered merger plan, but the amount of
On September 12, 2012, as the first CRTC hearing on the issue
opposition coupled with the strong arguments presented
began, PIAC stood with many players in the broadcasting inby groups like PIAC did mean that such deals are no longer
dustry in opposition to this merger. During the hearing, PIAC
inevitable.
presented a strong case for consumers. Their argument sent
the message to the CRTC that, even though such deals have
historically always gone through, there was more than money John Lawford, Executive Director and General Counsel at
PIAC, suggests that the results are still encouraging, because
at stake regarding this merger; the interests of Canadians
the rules for merger deals have changed for the better. He
everywhere had to be paramount.
reiterates the point that, even though this particular deal was
eventually approved, it was the first deal of its kind to face
Thanks to the efforts of PIAC, who was providing legal repsuch opposition. He seems encouraged that, in the future,
resentation for a number of consumer groups, and working
large companies attempting mergers will “have to respect
alongside a number of others, the merger was overturned.
consumers and consider the public interest.”
Janet Lo, Legal Counsel for PIAC, stresses that, “the engagement of public interest groups was really key to the merger’s
denial.” In her estimation, the evidence presented by PIAC
was crucial, with PIAC’s arguments frequently quoted in the
CRTC’s decision.
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The Future of PIAC
The Public Interest Advocacy Centre has earned its reputation
by listening to Canadians. When consumers speak, PIAC carries
their voice to the places where change happens.
The Wireless Code was a huge win for consumers, and PIAC
played no small role in the build up and conclusion. Before
there was ever a hearing, PIAC was researching the fundamental
flaws that it felt were currently in the wireless market.
The Bell-Astral Merger was historic in that it was the first time
the CRTC stopped a large merger between companies. This was
PIAC’s first venture into a broadcasting merger hearing, and in
spite of our rookie status, we held up the public interest’s banner
proudly.

In the course of the Nexopia case, we made the flaws of both
Nexopia’s privacy policy and of the Commissioner’s limited
influence apparent over the course of a long battle. We’ve stuck
through from the initial research to the Commissioner’s findings
and continue to watch Nexopia to ensure children’s privacy in
Canada.
PIAC has had a tremendous year, but there are still many fights
to be fought. We want to be able to head off unfair practices
swiftly and efficiently. We need the research done to hold up
our arguments, a strong legal staff with expertise in the areas
we protect, and the resources to follow through from beginning
to end. We want to serve Canada better by making the playing
field fair, and we can do that with your help.

I would like to stay up to date on PIAC’s work and campaigns to support consumers across Canada:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Please add me to your e-newsletter mailing list
Please send me information on your campaigns and appeals
Please add me to your mailing list for your events
I would like to make a donation to support PIAC’s valuable work. Please contact me.
Send me everything!
Please do not contact me.

My contact details:
Title: ______ First Name: ______________________ Last Name: _______________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ Province/Territory: _____________________
Postal Code: ______________________
Tel: _____________________________ Mobile: ____________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________
This information will be collected and used in accordance with the boxes ticked above and in relation to
processing your donation(s). If you have any questions regarding this please contact us at piac@piac.ca or
by phone on 613-562-4002.
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